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Dear Sirs, 

TOOLKIT VIABILITY RE: SITE C, CANADA WATER, SOUTHWARK, LONDON  SE16

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 This Toolkit viability assessment relates to a planning application/scheme in the London Borough of
Southwark and is the culmination of numerous viability appraisals and negotiations carried out over recent
months.

1.2 Several weeks ago, we appraised a scheme comprising:-

• 423 apartments, 7 houses and a re-provided Decathlon store; 

• A residential split of 330 private and 100 affordable units (25% by habitable room), with a 70:30
habitable room ratio between grant funded social rented and grant funded intermediate within the
affordable pool;

• A section 106 contribution, as a working assumption adopted by us, of £4,230,007. including
£1,068,000 public realm works.

1.3 Our Toolkit assessments indicated that the above scheme was, and must still be, substantially unviable.

1.5 We present this scenario in Appendix 1.

1.6 We have had long discussions with Southwark regarding the proposals and understand you are willing to
offer a higher quantum of affordable housing, despite what this viability exercise concludes.

1.7 In this context, we can appreciate why it might be worthwhile (subject to reviewing build costs and current
credit market conditions - and on an ex gratia basis), to progress the project with the equivalent of c.28%
grant funded affordable, full Section 106 contributions (as per Southwark’s workbook) and £1.068 million
towards public realm works. The quantum of housing delivered on site is 27%, with c.13 habitable rooms
substituted because of the wheelchair policy 4.5 – “For every affordable housing unit which complies with the
wheelchair design standards, one less affordable habitable room will be required than otherwise stated in
Policy 4.4.”�

1.8 We have used the Purchase Price (including rolled up debt) of the subject site as a benchmark against
which viability has been measured.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Further to our recent correspondence, we understand that you would like us to provide a Toolkit report
analysing the Section 106 affordable housing provision within your current development proposal. 

2.2 In line with the GLA's strategic planning guidance for London, we understand that site-specific financial
viabilities are now a material consideration in determining how much and what type of affordable housing
should be required in residential and mixed-use developments.

2.3 As such, viability appraisals can be used to justify planning applications “to ensure that Section 106
requirements do not make a scheme unviable” (Source: Mayor of London – Supplementary Planning
Guidance – Housing - 2005 - The London Plan).

2.4 We understand that the GLA's logic is that, if the residual value of a proposed scheme is reduced to
significantly below the Existing Use Value of that property, based upon a certain quantum/mix of affordable
housing in the context of other S.106 costs, then it follows that it is commercially unviable to pursue such a
scheme. Purchase price paid (within reason) and/or alternative use value for a property are also valid
viability benchmarks.

2.5 As such, developers have a right to seek leave from local authorities and/or the GLA in such scenarios to
alter overall Section 106 packages (i.e. affordable housing plus other 106 cost contributions) and/or general
unit mix changes to bring about scheme viability. This could be brought about by one or more of the
following:-

• Reducing the quantity of affordable housing.
• Altering the tenure split within the affordable housing between social rented and intermediate.
• Securing grant funding on the affordable housing or ensuring that a tenure shift cascade is built

into the Section 106 Agreement to protect against a lack of grant support. 
• Capping or reducing the 'other' Section 106 costs (e.g. highways, education etc).
• Reducing any Uses that are within the scheme for planning policy reasons as opposed to market

demand reasons (e.g. employment space in low areas of demand which drives poor or negative
residual land value as a contribution to the overall residual land value).

• Reducing the number of family sized units which, whilst needed across London, depress average
gross development values per square foot and hence depress residual land values.

2.6 Should a scheme be too viable, this would justify the opposite of the above from a local authority's
perspective.

2.7 The GLA's London Plan acknowledges that its aspiration for a total of 50% affordable housing has to be
seen in the context of each site's ability to deliver. The GLA's policies are designed to encourage rather than
restrain development with policy 3A.8 being most relevant. As such, there is express policy support for a
lower level of provision where development costs and/or the availability of public subsidy require this.

3.0 SUBJECT SITE

3.1 The site comprises 1.925 hectares (4.756 acres). 

3.2 The site is located to the west of Surrey Quays Road. The site is bounded to the north and east by Surrey
Quays Road; to the south by Surrey Quays shopping centre; and to the west by Canada Water.

3.3 The site currently accommodates two large sheds, occupied by retailer Decathlon and associated car
parking.
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4.0 PROPOSED SCHEME

4.1 The proposal is for a new build residential development comprising 423 apartments and 7 houses in a new
build scheme, in two phases of up to ten storeys of accommodation, with a re-provided Decathlon store.

4.2 The mix breakdown of the proposed residential is:- 

1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 
Flat

4 Bed 
House Total

Total 165 186 71 1 7 430

4.3 Amendments have been made to the scheme to provide 10% fully wheelchair accessible units in
accordance with the Council's standards.

4.4 We understand that policy 4.5 in the Southwark UDP says that, for every affordable housing unit which
complies with the wheelchair design standards, one less affordable habitable room will be required than
otherwise stated in Policy 4.4.

4.5 Despite many of the restrictions of the subject site, the scheme offers a generous number of large / family
sized units.

5.0 APPROACH TO ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

5.1 We have undertaken our assessment using the GLA Affordable Housing – Development Control Toolkit
(2007/08), which has been based on the findings of the Three Dragons Report.

5.2 Results have been generated for the scheme as proposed and summarised in this report. 

5.3 The Toolkit Development Appraisal models are in essence simple and can be summarised via the following
equation;

Completed Development Value
Minus

Total Construction Costs
Minus

Developers Profit 
=

Residual Land Value 

5.4 We have compared the residual land value produced via the Toolkit to the Purchase Price (and rolled up
debt) for the site. 

6.0 PURCHASE PRICE

6.1 We understand the site was purchased for a total of £14.75 million unconditionally.

6.2 We are of the opinion that the purchase price of the property was reasonable at the time, especially
considering the strength of the Decathlon covenant.

6.3 Over the holding period, we understand £2 million holding costs after deducting rental income have been
accrued. We believe this figure is reasonable to add to the benchmark.

6.4 We have therefore input a benchmark of £16.75 million.
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7.0 ECONOMIC MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

7.1 Within this report, we present 1 scenario after having appraised a variety of other scenarios:-

• 25% affordable housing (70:30 ratio by habitable room - social rented to intermediate), grant on the
affordable, £4,230,007 contribution to 'other' Section 106 items (including £1.068 million public real
costs) (Scenario 1).

7.2 In preparing the above model we have used the default assumptions of the Toolkit, with some exceptions,
such as:- 

Section of Toolkit Model Assumption Used

Basic Site Information User defined number of dwellings.

Choice of Toolkit Application Scheme Specific Appraisal (Route B).

Unit Details

Floor areas for individual dwellings are an average of each type, since
the proposals includes many dwelling types.

Market values have been assessed using equivalent value/sq ft rates 
based on comparable new build developments and second hand stock
in the area.

Tenure Split as identified in Section 7 above.

Build Costs

We have been provided with build cost estimates for the scheme from
Monaghans. There have been some cost reductions to the tune of £4.5 
million having reduced the size of the basement and public realm costs. 
We have input £2,446 psqm across all the area on the scheme.

Please find attached at Appendix 2.

Land Financing Costs

We have discussed the logic behind this optional with Dr Andrew
Golland, and we consider it reasonable to account for holding interest 
costs against the Purchase Prices of a property over the development
period.

In this case, we believe a figure of £2.35 million to be reasonable on a 
Purchase Price of £14.75m over a 3 year period at a compound rate of
7.5% p.a. but offsetting half the previous rental income of £759,382 p.a.
against the cost. 

Other Development Costs 

We have assumed a developers return of 20% which is low considering
current credit market conditions and that it only applies to the GDV of
the private residential element of the scheme (via the way in which the
Toolkit works).

Planning Obligations
As a working assumption, we have assumed £4,230,007 in S.106
contributions as per Roger Tym and Partners workbook, attached at
Appendix 3.
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Capital Contribution from
Other Sources 

The contributions include:-

We have included income for car parking @ £20,000 per space. This
equates to £2,200,000.

The scheme includes 330 private units. We have assumed ground rents
payable to the Freeholder into perpetuity.

The capital contribution from the ground rents equals £1,463,846.

Comparison with Other Land
Values

We have inputted a Purchase Price (with rolled up debt) benchmark of
£16.75 million.

8.0 RSL & GRANT

8.1 We understand that you have not committed to sell the proposed affordable housing to an RSL or other
affordable housing provider but have taken their needs and requirements into account in the design of the
proposed scheme.

8.2 We have assumed grant support is available on this particular scheme to achieve a blended average of
c.£253 per sq.ft. across the affordable tenures.

9.0 NEW BUILD RESIDENTIAL VALUES & COMPARABLES

9.1 We have adopted average private residential values of approximately £450 psft.

9.2 In the context of local comparables, we feel we have been relatively optimistic in this regard.

9.3 Barratt Homes recently launched Maple Quays (Canada Water Site B) next door and prices ranged from:

1 Bed Flats £232,000 - £275,000 (480 – 526 sqft)
2 Bed Flats £321,000 - £344,000 (750 – 820 sqft)

We understand of the initial release, all the two bedroom flats have sold and there are five no. one bed flats
still available. Minimal discounts were available at c.3 - 5%. 

10.0 RETAIL SPACE

10.1 Our approach to this elements of the proposed scheme including the built values and assumed build costs
can be seen via the Toolkit outputs in Appendix 1.
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11.0 TOOLKIT RESULTS

11.1 Our Toolkit appraisal can be seen in Appendix 1 (Scenario 1).

11.2 In summary, the results of the toolkit appraisal based on scenarios discussed, show the following residual
values for the proposed development:-

Scenario Affordable
Quantum

Affordable
Tenure

Split

Nos
Affordable

Units

Affordable
Value

Affordable
£psft

S.106
Costs

Toolkit
Residual

Land Value

Deficit / 
Residual

1 25% 70:30 100 £20.5 m £253 £4.23 m £653,000 -£16.097 m

12.0 CONCLUSION

12.1 Our Toolkit assessments indicate that the proposed scheme cannot viably sustain 25% affordable housing,
even if the affordable housing is grant funded.

12.2 We have had long discussions with Southwark and there are a number of points which we have different
opinions on. That said, we understand there is a point where Southwark would accept your proposals.

12.3 In this context, we can appreciate why it might be worthwhile (subject to reviewing build costs and current
credit market conditions - and on an ex gratia basis), to progress the project with the equivalent of 28%
grant funded affordable plus a full Section 106 contribution including £1.068 million public realm costs.

12.4 We understand an affordable offer of this nature will be forthcoming via Roger Tym and Partners, despite
the conclusions we draw above.

13.0 STATUS OF THIS REPORT

13.1 This report has been prepared in compliance with the Greater London Authority's Toolkit guidance and is for
planning purposes only.

13.2 This report is not intended as a formal valuation and should not be relied upon as such. 

Yours faithfully

Matthew Haycox 
Associate
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DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT 

PLANNING OBLIGATION
SUMMARY OF
COUNCIL
REQUIREMENT

APPLICANT
CONTRIBUTION (£)

OFFICER
VERIFICATION

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
On site provision for 15 
units or more. (Zero = on 
site)

0

EDUCATION £11,156 per school place 651,059

EMPLOYMENT IN THE
DEVELOPMENT

To provide training and 
support into employment
through a WPC for one 
person costs £2667

59,427

EMPLOYMENT DURING
CONSTRUCTION

Contribution to workplace
co-ordinator programme, 
including training and 
network support £76463 
per annum

482,282

EMPLOYMENT DURING
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT FEE

Contribution to the 
management and co-
ordination of the 
construction workplace co-
ordinator programme

Included above

£71 per person for open 
space (and additional £71 
per person in areas of 
park deficiency)

62,042

£80 per child for children's
play equipment

17,849

£349 per person for sports 
development

302,802

TRANSPORT STRATEGIC £223 per person 245,326

TRANSPORT SITE SPECIFIC
Costed on a site-by-site
basis. Eg zebra crossing
£30,000

512,000

TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
Costed on a site-by-site
basis

270,000

PUBLIC REALM
Costed on a site-by-site
basis. For example street 
lighting £2100 per column

1,068,000

ARCHAEOLOGY
Site up to 1000sqm would
cost £2400

n/a

HEALTH £961 per unit 413,310

COMMUNITY FACILITIES £73 per person 62,968

OTHER, INCLUDING

TOURISM

CONSERVATION

CHILDCARE

COMMUNITY SAFETY

SUB-TOTAL ���������

ADMIN CHARGE

2% of the first £3 million of
monetary contributions to 
be provided thereunder 
and 1% of monetary 
contributions to be 
provided thereafter

82,941

TOTAL 4,230,007

APPROX. COST RESIDENTIAL
PER UNIT*

25,470 9,837

APPROX. COST COMMERCIAL
PER SQM*

11,598

Section 13 Planning Obligations Statement (POS)

ADDRESS / TP FILE REF: Canada Water Site E

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE,
CHILDREN'S PLAY
EQUIPMENT, AND SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT

Costed on a site-by-site
basis. For example
contribution to CCTV 
system, the capital cost of 
providing a new childcare
facility, refurbishment of 
adjacent listed building, or 
tourism and wayfinding
initiatives

0
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